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ABSTRACT 

The android application project promotes the updates of the information for the supporters/donors where the chief gets 

the entire information about the blood bank.In this application we are using the GPS advanncements which can be used 

to be pursued the course to the blood bank. And this application utilizes Firebase Realtime Database inorder to gather& 

sort out the data of each of the blood benefactors with a quick and efficient seek (A google service.Json) record should be 

produced for the android application utilizing the Firebase Consol). 
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INTRODUCTION 

We have to arrange people who can help each other in the midst of emergency. This android application prompts the 

updates of the donors were the chief gets the entire information about the blood. This android application selects the 

correct benefactor online then and flash utilizing and restorative subtle elements which are alongside the available blood 

bunch. It is the primary point of making this android application to decrease opportunity, as it was which spent for 

finding the correct giver/donor and the accessibility of the correct red blood required. Thus, this android application 

gives away the exact required data no matter of moments and then furthermore helps for a faster basic leadership. The 

blood is a specific kind of natural liquid which conveys important substances to body cells for example supplement and 

oxygen. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

Android Studio 

Android Studio is an authority incorporated advancement condition (IDE) for an android application improvement, in the 

light of the android Studio is planned  explicitly for the android improvement accessiblity for the download on Windows 

& Linux, android application being Google's essential development environment for the local android app advancement. 

Android Studio also offers adaptable Grade-based form framework, the code formats to enable the user to fabricate the 

regular android app highlights & the rich format editorial manager with the help for the intuitive topic altering & also 

worked help for the Google Cloud Platform, making it simple to coordinate with the Google Cloud Messaging android 

app Engine & considerably more android Studio as good as ever interface structure point of view where you can see the 

interface you are taking a shot at and its related segments. android Studio give away different UI instruments to help you 

with making designs, executing style subjects, & making realistic or content assets for your android application. The 

android manufacture framework the toolbox you use to assemble, test, run & bundle your android applications. The 

construct framework can keep running as a coordinated android application from the android studio menu & freely from 

the direction line. 

 

JSON 

JSON sets for the JavaScript Object Notation. It is aself-governing data exchange format & is one of the best alternatives 

for XML Android provides 4 different classes to manipulate the JSON data. These classes are JSON Array, JSON Object 

JSON Stringer & JSON Tokenizer. 

The first step is to recognize the fields in the JSON data in which you are concerned with is an important data exchange 

format. It stores the data in the key & value pair. Compared to XML, JSON is simpler & easier to read. 
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MODELING AND ANALYSIS 

Class Diagram 

The class diagram here is used to show the different objects in the red blood bank system, their attributes, their operations 

& the relationships amongthem. 

 
Fig. 1 Class diagram for Blood Bank (Androidapp) 

Use-Case Diagram 

 
Fig. 2 Use Case diagram 
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Flowchart 

The flow chart here, depicts the overall flow of the red blood bank android application, i.e. all the switches & linkages 

between the activities in the procedural format. 

 
Fig. 3 Flow diagram for Blood Bank (Android app) 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The patients in need and with the help of this framework we can discover a contributor fo the correct blood classification 

and it becomes simpler to make the association among give away/donor and also the blood bank specialists without much 

of a stretch. The central target of making this product is a formal technique of an online blood bank and the arousing 

benefactors with an end goal to bank the blood. Here, we are endeavouringto keep up every one of the information of the 

contributor which is effortlessly defensible to the specialists who make it simple to identify the givesaway/donor. 

Today, blood banks collect blood and separate it into its various components so they can be used most effectively 

according to the needs of the patient. Red blood cells carry oxygen, platelets help the blood clot, and plasma has specific 

proteins that allow proper regulation of coagulation and healing. Although research has yielded drugs that help people's 

bone marrow produce new blood cells more rapidly, the body's response time can still take weeks, thus donated blood 

remains an important and more immediate life-saving resource 

 

CONCLUSION 

With the incrementing usage of social media across the entire world, there is also an increased probability forth success in 

the usage of the red blood bankandroid application. This android based android application can play a vital role in saving 

the lives of human beings provides a means of communication in between the blood seekers, the blood people willing to 

donate the red blood with our online available the blood banks. The android application selects the correct benefactor 

online then & flashes utilizing & restorative subtle elements, which are alongside the available red blood bunch. It is the 
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primary point of making this android application to decrease opportunity, as it was, which was spent forbidding the correct 

giver/donor & also the accessibility of the correctred blood required. Thus, this android application gives away the exact 

required data no matter of moments & then furthermore helps for a faster basic leadership. 
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